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From: FISTF Sports Department  

To: Presidents, National Associations 

 

Ref: 14-2014            May 8, 2014  

Subject: FISTF Directives regarding goalkeepers homologation & dimensions 

Dear friends, 

As you well know, since the first day after the last elections FISTF Sports Department has 
been trying to eliminate the use of table football equipment which is not compliant to 
FISTF rules, especially the use of oversized goalkeepers. 

Within this frame, FISTF Sports Department introduced the use of the official FISTF 
Measuring Tool and altered accordingly the rules related to the goalkeeper and rod 
dimensions. 

Walking in the same track, we would like to inform you about the inclusion of two more 
clarifying clauses in the FISTF Rules (red letters), which aim to reduce even more the 
usage by players of goalkeepers that do not respect FISTF Rules: 

Rule 5: Goalkeeper 

5.1. Dimensions of the goalkeeper figure 

The goalkeeper shall consist of a figure or of a figure with a base. The outline of the goalkeeper’s shape 
must have the form of a trapezoid, with a small and a large upper and lower side. The goalkeeper shall be 

firmly fixed to a rod, have a three dimensional defending contents of maximum 2700 mm
3
 excluding the rod, 

and restricted by the following regulations by fulfilling the following standards: 

5.1.1. Maximum height of the goalkeeper: 39 mm 

5.1.2. Maximum thickness of the goalkeeper figure: 6 mm 

5.1.3. Maximum width of the small side of the goalkeeper: 13 mm 

5.1.4. Maximum width of the large side of the goalkeeper: 21 mm 

5.1.5. The goalkeeper shall symbolize a human body 

Remark: FISTF reserves the right to choose not to grant homologation to a goalkeeper, if the shape of the 
goalkeeper figure deliberately and heavily departs from symbolizing the natural human form, in order to 
utilize as much as possible of the given maximum dimensions. 

5.2. Dimensions of the goalkeeper-rod 

The rod is fixed to the goalkeeper figure or the base and is part of the goalkeeper by fulfilling the following 
standards: 
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5.2.1. The goalkeeper's rod shall be a straight rod up to 20 cm in length and 4.5 mm of maximum width, 
excluding the handle. 

Remark: Players are allowed to use a metallic screw nut or any other fixing mechanism to attach a 
goalkeeper to the goalkeeper's rod, provided that the aggregate thickness of the screw nut (or other 
attaching mechanism) added to the thickness of the goalkeeper figure's legs is not larger than the allowed 6 
mm. 

5.2.2. The handle may not exceed 10 cm in length. 

5.2.3. However, the aggregate length of the rod and the handle may not exceed 25 cm. 

5.2.4. The bending of the goalkeeper’s rod is strictly forbidden. Only a slight angle (<10
o
) at the junction point 

between the rod and the handle is allowed. 

Remark: To ensure that players do not modify their goalkeepers and rods in any way, in order to make them 
taller or wider or thicker than permitted, referees will use the specially designed FISTF measuring tool which 
can check if a goalkeeper has been tampered with after it was bought. FISTF measuring tool’s exact 
dimensions and design are available through FISTF Sports Department. 

It is important to point out that the abovementioned clarifications do not actually change 
the existing rules, and therefore are effective today. 

Given the opportunity, we would like to urge the National Associations once more to start 
performing frequent checks against the use of “illegal” equipment during the games they 
supervise. 

Players are also requested to always check if their equipment follows the rules and to 
replace any parts of their equipment that do not comply with FISTF rules. Such 
replacement of specific parts (ie replacing a thick screw nut with a thinner one) is not 
considered an illegal modification of the equipment. After all, it is important to point out 
that according to FISTF rules of the game it is always the players’ responsibility to verify 
their equipment’s compliance, avoiding unpleasant surprises at the next tournament. 

Finally, producers are kindly asked to protect  their customers from buying equipment that 
departs from given maximum dimensions. 

 

We are at your disposal should you need any clarification on the matter. 

 

Yours in sport, 

George Drazinakis 

FISTF Sports Vice President 


